
THE GREENHOUSE: sculpture-like meeting point, inspired by belgian greenhouse long tradi-
tion, e.g. Serre Royale.
THE RESTOURANT: three floor building facing directly on Place Flagey and the courtyard. Con-
nected to the kitchen by overhead corridors.
THE PLATFORM: overpass that creates a second overhead space to enjoy the IGC environment 
from a different perspective.
THE PARKING: it is in the place most far away from Place Flgey, there is place for 15 cars, in addi-
ction the the one already exist in the square.
ADMINISTRIVE OFFICE: dedicated to all administration issues of the IGC. Infopoint and con-
ference room included. To guarantee a good access, entrances are both on the 1 floor and on the 
piastra.
THE KITCHEN: very large and ideal for several scopes, it’s developed along 2 floors and can be 
used as kitchen or as teaching class.
THE LIBRARY: highly specialized library on three floors, rich with cookery books and essays. Front 
looks at the inner court.
THE PUB: a big terrace on the courtyard with an indoor space filled with little bars to enjoy a brief 
meal or a cocktail. Directly connected to the dorm
THE DORM: two buildings connected by overpasses, 35 guests capacity; rooms for 10/15 guests. 
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Bruxelles, capital of europe, is a modern city, a meltin pot of different people and countries. The city invested a lot in reaching this goal, and 
this is true also for food. You can find restaurants from all over the world. The city is divided into 19 districts, each with its own municipality and 
its own identity. The project develops from these two points, the connections and developed interactions between different cultures in a very 
structured environment where differences can live together, being they cultural, geographical, or about food. The project presents itself as an en-
semble of widespread, white, polished, transparent high point. There are many courtyard and a platfor, easily connected to the ground by rampe 
on the main entrances. Hence the structure of the ICG, made of separated but connected buildings.
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